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At Zumex we know that the most avant-garde 

technology is not at odds with simple operation. 

Essential Pro is our simplest and most functional 

juicer, our answer to bars and cafeterias that need 

simplicity at work but without giving up maximum 

service quality. With Essential Pro you will provide 

quality fresh juice, with a great flavour, extracting the 

best out of each citrus fruit without essential oils in a 

really simple and easy way.

Discover a high-performance machine designed to 

make things very easy for you.

MAKE IT  
SIMPLE

Essential Pro

Discover the simplicity with Essential Pro
on our website
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Fast and simple extraction
Essential Pro is designed for intermediate demands for juice where it 

is practical just to load and squeeze, which is why its feeder comes 

ready to only load the oranges you need, up to  4/5 pieces of citrus 

fruit manually, so you control the work, easily adapting it to the 

demand of your business.

Unrivalled rhythm
It squeezes up to 22 oranges per minute; high performance to keep 

up on those days when the demand is greater without worrying 

about anything.

Work at your pace with  
Touch Control
Thanks to its convenient Display Digital you can set the mode of use 

that best adapts to you. You will intuitively control the number of 

pieces of fruit you squeeze, the language and many other options that 

will make your work easier.

Two operating modes for
it always to be easy
With the  Self Service, mode, you can squeeze directly into the glass 

or jug just by pressing the tap; with the Autostart mode for 

automatic operation, when the citrus fruit is placed in the feeder the 

machine begins to squeeze.

A smart and functional tap 
With built-in non-drip system for Self-Service use, and blockage 

option for automatic use.

Built-in waste containers. 
To make it easier for you to remove the peel and waste.

Essential Pro

Essential Pro is the professional juicer for 

people who require simplicity.

If you want to offer top quality fresh juice 

but you need things to be made easy for 

you, you only need the essential. 

Your juicer is Essential Pro. 

Discover its simplicity and practicality 

in every detail. 

DESIGNED FOR 
YOUR COMFORT 

FRUITS PER MINUTE
FEEDER CAPACITY
FRUIT SIZE
MEASUREMENTS (MACHINE)
NET WEIGHT

22 oranges/min
4/5 oranges
65 - 81 mm
47 x 50 x 75cm ı 18,5” x 19,7” x 29,5”  

45.5 kg ı 100 lb

POWER
CONSUMPTION
VOLTAJE
WATERPROOF SPECIFICATION
SECURITY 

380 w
2.7 A

IPX4
Double magnetic safety detectors
and electronic motor protection

220-240 V | 50-60Hz / 115 V | 60 Hz

Technical Characteristics

Discover the  Essential Pro accessories

KIT D65. FOR SMALLER DIAMETERS. Squeeze fruit that measures less than 65 mm.

DYNAMIC CUTTING SYSTEM DCS
SPECIAL BLADE FOR THE MORE COMPLICATED FRUIT. It processes soft and very ripe citrus fruit.

COUNTER BAR KIT
FOR VERY DEMANDING COUNTERS. It integrates bar counter waste management in the most practical and cleanest way.

ELEVATION KIT. FOR BETTER CLEANING. It keeps the machine raised above the counter.

TOUCH DISPLAY
DIGITAL

SELF SERVICE
000000

FRUIT /MINUTE
22 ORANGES

PRESS

NON-DRIP
SMART TAP

OPERATING SYSTEM
2 MODES

000000
SELF SERVICE

BUILT-IN WASTE
CONTAINER

MANUAL LOAD
4 /5 PIECES 

100% QUALITY
Zumex Service 

FAVOURITE
select your

colour

Do you need more?


